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SUMMARY

영문요약

A Study on the Improvement of the Policy
for Public Waters Reclamation

1. Purpose
▸This study intends to suggest not only improvement measures
to overcome problems raised to public waters reclamation at
a more fundamental level, but also measures to shift to a new
management system that could meet the changing values of
the public. More specifically, it seeks to contribute to carrying
out the national task for the ‘harmony of national land
conservation and use’, by suggesting a new management
direction as a major transition period for public waters
reclamation along with a long-term and new plan for
fundamental improvement.
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2. Research Methods and Features
1) Methodologies
Differentiation from preceding studies
Classification
Purpose

Major
preceding
studies
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Method

Major contents

 Study Name: A Plan to
Improve the Public
Waters Reclamation
Legislation for Marine
Environment
Prevention
 Researcher (year):
Jeon Jae-kyung (2003)
1
 Objective: To allow
South Korea to improve
its reclamation
legislation in order to
reduce environment
problems caused by
reclamation.

 Analyzing  Analyzing foreign and
preceding domestic legislations.
studies
 Harmony of conservation
 Analyzing and development
case
 Principle of change of
areas
circumstance and legal
relations
 Case study
 Legislation improvement
plan and alternatives

 Study Name: Effective
Mitigation Measures
for the Environmental
Impact of Coastal
Reclamation Projects
 Researcher (year):
Maeng Joon-ho et al.
2
(2005)
 Objective: To suggest
environmental impact
mitigation measures by
phases.

 Analyzing  Coastal reclamation and its
preceding environmental impact
studies
 Case study of foreign
 Analyzing reclamation projects
subject
 Environmental impact
projects
mitigation measures by
phases such as reclamation
project plans, construction
and monitoring, etc.
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 Change of the reclamation
policy
 Current status and outlook
of reclamation
 Problems of the reclamation
management policy
 Improvement measures

 Study Name: An
Innovative
Management System
for Public-owned
Water to Protect Public
Interests.
 Researcher (year):
Nam Jeong-ho et al.
4 (2010)
 Objective: To improve
the management
system to prevent the
exclusive privatization
of public waters and
the infringement of
public interests.

 Literature  The characteristics and
review
management status of
 Foreign
public waters
Case
 The foreign cases of public
Study
interest protection
 Survey
 The case study of public
interest infringement and its
causes
 Measures to improve the
management system of
public waters

 Study Name: A Study
on Improvement in
Ownership of the
5 Public Waters
Reclaimed Lands.
 Researcher (year):

 Analyzing  The need and concept of
the
ownership separation
preceding  Issues about ownership
studies
separation
 Analyzing  The policy direction of
interests
ownership separation
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 Study Name: A Study  Literature
on Measures to
review
 Survey
Improve the
Management of Public
Waters Reclamation.
 Researcher (year):
Yoon Seong-soon et al.
3 (2008)
 Objective: To suggest
measures to improve
the reclamation policy
so as to meet the
demand of
reclamation.

Yoon Seong-soon et al.
(2013)
 Objective: To suggest a
measure to introduce a
right to use reclaimed
lands and the
separated ownership
system.

 Gathering
the
feedback
of related
persons

 Study Name: Feasibility  Field
Study on the 3rd Basic study
plan for Public Waters  Literature
Reclamation and
review
Establishment of
 Survey
Change Plan
 Researcher (year):
6 Yoon Seong-soon et al.
(2016)
 Objective: To establish
a basic plan for
reclamation based on
the Public Waters
Reclamation Act.

This study
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 To examine the
outcomes and
problems of the
reclamation policy in a
comprehensive
manner and provide a
comprehensive
diagnosis on the
reclamation policy and
measures for its
improvement by
reflecting the
characteristics of new
reclamation demands
and paradigm shift.

 Analyzing
preceding
studies
 Survey
 Focus
group
discussio
ns
 Gathering
the
feedback
of related
persons

 The significance of planning
 The statistics and progress
status of reclamation
 Feasibility study
 Proposed change plan for
the basic plan
 System improvement

 The outcomes and problems
of the reclamation policy
 Analyzing the new demand
of the policy and projects
 The development of a new
policy
 Measures to improve the
reclamation management
policy`
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▸The present study intends to deal with the accumulated
problems of public waters reclamation that have long been
conducted in coastal areas and suggest a policy to solve the
problems from the more fundamental perspective. In other
words, this study is a challenging policy study to develop tasks
which require long-term reviews and in-depth researches and
seek for a new shift rather than providing a temporary
measure.

▸In particular, it is a pioneering study to suggest a shift to the
public waters reclamation policy that could conserve the value
of public waters not as the subject of development for
economic profits, but as a public goods.

3. Results
1) Summary
▸The limitations are pointed out as follows: the public waters
reclamation

policy

has

followed

the

‘Public

Waters

Management and Reclamation Act’ so far for the management
of the reclamation procedure; the integrated management has
not been fully implemented due to a lot of legislative agendas;
and public waters have not been recognized as a public goods
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2) Features

and there has been the uncertainty of national strategies.

▸Accordingly, there should be measures to conserve the value
of public waters as a public goods, the life-cycle management
of

reclaimed

lands

and

improvement

plans

for

the

re-examination of the basic plan system and the response to
the changing demand of reclamation.

▸This study came up with the implications by examining the
overseas and domestic cases of public waters reclamation
policies.
-

Japan, which has the most similar legal framework to ours,
restricts the main agent of reclamation on parceled out lands to
the country or public organizations.

-

China thoroughly regulates commercial reclamation and takes
firm actions on illegal reclamation.

-

In the US, the main agent of the reclamation project should
prove the inevitability of reclamation and much emphasis is put
on collecting feedbacks in the licensing process.

-

Germany bans reclamation completely and rather promotes the
restoration of reclaimed lands.

▸Through such analysis, this study made suggestions for the
improvement of the public waters reclamation policy as
follow.
-
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Change the basic awareness on the value of public waters and
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rather than users and toward the position enhancing the
comprehensive/integrated management.
-

Separate the ownership right of and the right to use reclaimed
lands in public waters so as to conserve their value as a public
goods, change an awareness on the value of public waters,
declare the public waters reclamation to be zeroed, evaluate the
positive way of the reclamation projects and develop a variety
of economic incentives.

-

Manage the history and actual use of reclaimed lands for
enhancing the follow-up management of reclaimed lands and
prepare for and implement the reclaimed land restoration
policy.

-

Improve the basic reclamation plan for improving the current
management system, enhance the practical feedback-gathering
in the licensing process of reclamation and take a strong and
thorough response to illegal reclaimed lands.
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make shifts toward the reclamation plan focusing on suppliers

2) Policy suggestions and relevant activities
▸It is required to examine and promote a policy that could
solve the fundamental problems of public waters reclamation
such as the introduction of the ownership separation of
reclaimed lands in public waters and to make a shift to a new
reclamation management system through the drastic revision
of legislations in line with the establishment of the 4th Basic
Plan for Reclamation.

▸It is required to enhance the reclamation management policy
focusing on suppliers or managers and promote a paradigm
shift of the reclamation policy by providing a new transition
period such as declaring reclamation to be zeroed.

▸It is required to raise the public awareness in order to push
ahead with such changes and to utilize a variety of education
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▸It is required to conduct an in-depth examination on expected
problems and measures to overcome them in order to make a
shift toward a proposed new policy.

3) Expected benefits including policy contribution
▸Having highlighted the awareness on the value of public
waters as a public goods that has been disappearing in the
process of using and developing them for economic profits so
far, this study intended to support the process of establishing
the public waters reclamation policy that could win the
support of the general public.

▸This study solved long-standing problems about public waters
reclamation and suggests policy alternatives from a new
perspective to provide the transition period of policy
development.

▸This study contributes to the implementation of the national
task for ‘creating the sustainable environment of national
lands’, by supporting the sustainable utilization of marine
environment and resources through the improvement of the
public waters reclamation policy.
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programs such as coastal education and promotion.

